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Summary of Achievements in Tanzania

- **OHW CAPACITY BUILDING FOR PRE-SERVICE**
  - University level at BSc, MSc, PhD and post-doc
  - Diploma and certificate levels - On going

- **OHW CAPACITY BUILDING FOR IN-SERVICE**
  - In-service training (mixed levels of education)
  - Continuing Professional Development courses

- **OHW EXPERIENCE & SERVICE LEARNING MODELS**
  - OHW students club (University level)
  - OHW in OH Demonstration site
  - Joint training programmes at two universities
  - Curriculum review to include OH modules
**OHCEA ACHIEVEMENTS**

- Made the first situational analysis in Tanzania
- Mapped OHW in Tanzania (to establish gaps)
- Ensured linkage between Govt and Universities
- Brought together all the OH networks in Tanzania to share information and to create a OH platform
First OH networks Meeting in Arusha

Beginning of an organized OH Platform in Tanzania
Established the Kilosa One Health Demo site

Worked with government to develop the National Strategic Plan for Antimicrobial Resistance
OHCEA ACHIEVEMENTS

- Build Capacity for pre-service and in-service
- Provided Research scholarships for Small projects
- Participated in the development of OH strategic plan and its launching
- Worked towards establishment of the OH coordination desk and its launching under the PMO in 2018
OHCEA ACHIEVEMENTS

- Worked towards establishment of the OH coordination desk and its launching under the PMO in 2018
- Developed OH training materials for incorporation into university curricula and diploma training institutions
- Participated in prioritizing zoonotic diseases
- Established Students’ OH Innovation Club in Tanzania
- Used the OH Smart tool for OHW planning
LAUNCH OF ONE HEALTH TANZANIA BY THE VICE PRESIDENT, IN 2013 IN ARUSHA

Launching of OH in Tanzania for the first time in April 2013 in Arusha
Launching of OH and Strategic Plan in Tanzania in Dar es Salaam in February 2018

Launched by the Prime Minister in the presence of sector ministers and other stakeholders
OHCEA ACHIEVEMENTS

Participated with students in a rabies vaccination campaign

SOHIC members and their mentors participate in a rabies vaccination campaign in Kilimanjaro region
Participation in Rabies control in Kilimanjaro Region in Tanzania

Residents line up for the vaccination on a rainy day
Published One Health Training manual in November 2018

This is a major step in strengthening the OHW in the region
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